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Abstract. This article contains the fundamental theorems and definitions of the field 
derivative operator. Theorem 1, Field derivative of a field function and Theorem 2, 
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus for the field derivative proven for functions defined 
within a fluid velocity field, in short, a field function.  The field derivative has the same 
properties and rules as the material derivative and the total derivative. The field 
derivative is neither a covariant derivative nor a Lie derivative since it does not involve 
parallel transport of vectors, but field derivative is an ordinary directional derivative in 
phase-space-time domain (7 dimensions). The field derivative of the Bernoulli equation 
yields the addition of the fluid components multiplied by its respective Navier Stokes 
equations and therefore is constant throughout every point in the fluid 1-dimensional 
stream. Additionally, the definition and examples of the field derivative are demonstrated, 
which are essential to demonstrate the first integral of the Navier Stokes is the Bernoulli 
equation for viscous fluids through a sampling scheme. The development of the Hamilton 
Jacobi partial differential equation of incompressible fluids is based on the theorem of 
Gelfand and Fomin’s book Calculus of Variations was adapted to fluid mechanics 
notation using the field derivative operator instead of the total derivative used in this 
theorem. When considering the Bernoulli formulas in this manuscript, the Eulerian 
coordinates were used for small volumes with a sampling scheme. By construction of the 
sampling scheme and the use of the induction method, the Eulerian stream control 
volume tended to zero, since the stream control volumes became Lagrangian fluid parcels 
or particles within a 1-dimensional stream.  Therefore, the integral of the field derivative 
of the Bernoulli function is integrable and depends only on the time limits of the line 
integral.   

Keywords: Bernoulli’s principle, incompressible viscous fluids, field derivative, 
Hamilton-Jacobi PDE 

AMS Mathematics Subject Classification (2010): 76A02  

1. Introduction 
The article entitled "A variational principle for incompressible viscous fluids" was 
presented at the Twenty-First Southeastern Conference on Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics in Orlando, Florida [1].  The innovation of this article was to add half of the 
fluid’s internal mechanical energy into the Lagrangian of the incompressible fluid to 
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derive the Navier-Stokes equations via the calculus of variations technique using the 
epsilon-delta continuity definition for continuous functions. The Hamiltonian was 
obtained via the use of the Legendre transformation, yet the resulting Hamiltonian is no 
longer the total mechanical energy per unit mass; rather, it is a different thermodynamic 
quantity. The article’s thermodynamic consideration section showed that the total 
mechanical energy becomes a constant, in other words, the first integral of motion, 
similar to Bernoulli’s principle for inviscid fluids.  The difficulty centered on treating the 
fluid’s Lagrangian and Hamiltonian integrands without using the fluid’s volume integral 
and the understanding the nature of the total derivative of the Bernoulli equation (see 
Appendix A and reference [6]). The aim of this manuscript is to demonstrate how 
Bernoulli’s principle for incompressible viscous fluids can be formally obtained.  
Additionally, the definition and examples of the field derivative are demonstrated in 
Section 2.  One of the examples demonstrates the first integral of the Navier Stokes is the 
Bernoulli equation for incompressible viscous fluids. The Einstein summation convention 
is used throughout this manuscript with indices j and i equal to 1, 2 and 3, unless 
otherwise noted.  Note the capital letter ��, denotes Eulerian coordinates, and the small 
letter �� denotes Lagrangian coordinates in this manuscript. 
 
2. Mathematical theorems for the field derivative 

“The concept of a total derivative of a function of several 
independent variables does not exist in mathematics” …  
 “Therefore, introducing the concept of a total derivative with 
respect to time in a strict mathematical sense is impossible.  An 
additional physics-based idea postulating what spatial coordinates 
should be fixed and how to identify them is needed.” – Ivanova et 
al, [6] page 5 

 
The definition of the material derivative as used in Serrin’s excellent article entitled 
“Mathematical Principles of Classical Fluid Mechanics” [10], Batchelor’s book 
Introduction to Fluid Dynamics [7] and definition 6, equations 46 in reference [6], is 
reproduced below with slight notation changes in the argument and order of the 
arguments, below. ��(�, ��(�		�� ≡ ��∆�→� 	��� + ∆�, �� + ∆��� − � ��, ��(�	�∆�  

where �� is a coordinate vector, ∆�� is a displacement vector, and ∆� is a time interval it 
took for the displacement of coordinate �� .   In this manuscript we will use D/Dt to 
represent material derivative, since the symbol used in [6] is a similar notation to the 
variational derivative notation.  
 
Consider the following definition of a time derivative operator defined below and where 

the fluid velocity is defined as �� ��, ��(�	� = ���(�	��  

		 � ��, ��(�	� � ≡ 	 ����∆�→� � �� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	� − � ��, ��(�	�∆�
= ����∆�→� ��� + ∆�, ��(�	 + ∆�  ��(�	  � + !(∆�"	# � − � ��, ��(�	�∆�  
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By Taylor’s Theorem [5], we can take the Taylor series of the spatial argument, ��(� +∆�	, then perform the Taylor series of the function,  ��� + ∆�, ��(�	 + ∆�  ��(�	  � + !(∆�"	# �, about the point	�	�, ��(�	� we obtain the following 

approximations, where it is clear that ∆�� = 	∆�  ��(�	  � + !(∆�"	# 	by comparing with the 
material derivative definition above ��� + ∆�, ��(�	 + ∆�  ��(�	  � + !(∆�"	# �

= � ��, ��(�	� + $�$� (� + ∆� − �	 + $�$�� (��(�	 +  ��(�	 � ∆� − ��(�		 	+ !(∆�"	 
Simplifying, keeping only terms lower than or equal to second degree in ∆�, and using the 

definition of the fluid velocity, �� �	�, ��(�	� = ���(�	��  
 ��� + ∆�, ��(�	 + ∆�  ��(�	  � + !(∆�"	# � − � ��, ��(�	�

= %$�$� + �� ��, ��(�	� $�$��&∆� + !(∆�"		 
 
Substitute into the limit above 

	 � ��, ��(�	� � = ����∆�→� ��� + ∆�, ��(�	 + ∆�  ��(�	  � + !(∆�"	# � − � ��, ��(�	�∆�  

	 � ��, ��(�	� � = %$�$� + �� ��, ��(�	� $�$��& + ����∆�→�!(∆�	 = %$�$� + �� ��, ��(�	� $�$��&
= �� ��, ��(�	���  

As an example, consider the scalar function to be the kinetic energy per unit mass of the 
fluid. 12  �)" � = �)($�)$� + �� ��, ��(�	� $�)$��	 
There seems to be more to this calculation that merits further study, especially since 
reference [6] stated the “total derivative” does not exist as a mathematical concept, we 
agree with this statement since the total derivative uses a single Taylor series 
approximation.  Thus, call this derivative a total field derivative or field derivative, the 
latter is the term used in this manuscript.   What’s missing as   Ivanova et al points out is 
to provide the additional physics-based idea of the field derivative operator defined from 
a slight modification of the above concept, which we will call the field derivative 
postulated on the works of Ivanova, et al [6], Serrin [10], Batchelor [7], and Levi-Cevita 
[8] and formalizing the field derivative with a single Taylor series limit technique by 
including the changes of the fluid field velocity into the limit itself.  The field derivative 
is practically mathematically defined except for the important physically based 
restrictions as Ivanova et al mentions in [6], which are necessary in order to avoid 
confusion.   By introducing an additional variable, the fluid field velocity, ui, into the 
argument list of the function or formula we can formulate this intuitive differentiation 
process of the field derivative.   Although capital letter is used for coordinates, they need 
not to be Eulerian coordinates, these definitions applies also to Lagrangian coordinates 
too.   
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The limit definition and functional arguments were modified to include the fluid velocity 
field, rearranged, and reinterpreting the differentials as defined in Levi-Cevita’s book [8] 
“The Absolute Differential Calculus”, section Systems of Total Differential Equations.  
Unfortunately, Levi-Cevita did not provide the definition of the differentiation limit in his 
book.  Additionally, Levi-Cevita did not provide the added description of restrictions on 
the differentiation) to make clear the differentiation intent, which can be confusing 
without it, this type of description is common use in Physics, especially fluid’s 
thermodynamics (see Serrin [10]). Typically, but not always, in fluid mechanics if a 
function has the fluid velocity field on the right side of the equal sign it typically does not 
include the fluid velocity field as part of functional arguments.   Following the intuitive 
approach above, we introduce of an additional variable, the fluid velocity field, ui, into 
the argument list of a function � ��, ��(�	�, or now a field function � ��, ��(�	, �*���, ��(�	��, 
with the order of arguments follows Gelfand & Fomin’s book Calculus of Variations [11] 
style. The introduction of the fluid velocity field in the argument of the function provides 
a way to introduce the changes of the fluid’s velocity field at the same moment the 
function changes in a combined phase space-time tangent space, thus yields a Calculus of 
Variation’s style limit concept in function phase-space-time domain.   Note that it differs 
from the usual calculus of variations limit in that there is no functional, and the 
independent variable is also varied, therefore it is not a variational derivative.  The field 

derivative of a field function � ��, ��(�	, �*���, ��(�	�� is given by the theorem below.   
 
Theorem 1. Field derivative of a field function.   
If the field derivative of a field function � ��, ��(�	, �*���, ��(�	��	on a continues curve (or 1-

dimensional stream) of a field �*���, ��(�	� is defined by the limit below, 
   � �(�, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�			

≡ ��∆�→� 	��� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*�(� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�		� − ���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�∆�  

 
Then the limit of the field derivative of the field function, �(�, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��		,  results in the 
tangent plane of phase-space-time domain is given by the following equation   � � ��, ��(�	, �*���, ��(�	��

= [∂F��, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�∂t ]0)12�	�*�	&	4**�
+ �� ��, ��(�	� [$� 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6$�� ]0)12�	�
+ $�)(�, ��(�		$� [$���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�$�) ]0)12�	� 

 
The field function can be a scalar field, F, a vector field, Fk , or tensor density field, Fik.  
The calculus time derivative operator symbol is used for simplicity and since the field 
derivative becomes calculus’s total derivative of a function (i.e. using chain rule) if there 
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are no field components of �*� ��, ��(�	� on both side of the equal sign in the definition of 

the function being differentiated.  Thus, the field derivative has the same properties or 
rules as calculus total derivative. 
 
Proof of Theorem 1. Field derivative of a field function. 
The mathematical definition of the field derivative is given as     � �(�, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�			

≡ ��∆�→� 	��� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*�(� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�		� − ���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�∆�  

 
Let � = �(7	 a 7 parameter in the real line, then relabeled the following variables, for 	8 = 0, :�(7	 = �(7	,		 
and for  	8	;��ℎ�=	3 ≥ 8 ≥ 1, :�(7	 = ����(7	�, @= 	ABC	�	;��ℎ�=	6 ≥ � ≥ 4, :)(7	 = �)FG ��(7	, :�(7	� 
Then the functional difference maybe written as for k=0 to 6, then the numerator can be 
written as ��� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*�(� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�		� − � ��, ��(�	, �*���, ��(�	��= ��:H(7 + ∆7	� − ��:H(7	� 
By Taylors Theorem for multi-dimensional spaces, let the Taylor series about point (:�(7	, :I(7	,… , :K(7		 be given by 

��:H(7 + ∆7	� = ��:H(7	� +	L $�$:H
K

HM� (:H(7 + ∆7	 − :H(7		 + !(((:H(7 + ∆7	 − :H(7		"	 
Now, the limit is simply an ordinary time derivative limit about point, :H(7	, in Y space. 
  ��:H(7	� 7 ≡ ��∆N→� ��:H(7 + ∆7	� − ��:H(7	�∆7  

Substituting the expansion of the Taylor series of ��:H(7 + ∆7	� results in  ��:H(7	� 7 = L $�$:�
K

HM� ��∆N→� �:H(7 + ∆7	 − :H(7	�∆7 + !(��∆N→�(:H(7 + ∆7	
− :H(7		 (:H(7 + ∆7	 − :H(7		Δ7 	 

Since ��∆N→�(:H(7 + ∆7	 − :H(7		 = 0, and PQRPN = ��∆7→0 �:S(7+∆7	−:S(7	�∆7  due to the fact some of 
the functions may depend on both time, and coordinates, not shown.  �(:)(7		 7 = L $�$:H

K
HM�

$:H$7  

 
Now let � = 7, 			:�(�	 = � + ��, a linear function where the constant offset, ��, maybe 0, 
then $:� $�⁄ =1 
  �(:)(�		 � =L $�$:H

K
HM�

$:H$�  
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By taking into account each variable contribution place brackets on the terms PUPQR	to hold 

the labeled variables fixed provided by physical basis and for clarity. 
 
For j= 0, 
 Need to fix both coordinates and the velocity field, since the partial time derivative is 
with respect to time 

$�$:� $:�$� = [∂F 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6∂t ]0)12�	�*�&	4**�1 

For j=1 to 3,  
Need to fix time since the partial derivative is with respect to the coordinates 

$�$:� $:�$� = [$� 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6$�� ]0)12�	� $��$�  

For i = 1 to 3, 
Need to fix time since the partial derivative is with respect to the velocity field 
 $�$:)VG $:)VG$� = [$���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�$�) ]0)12�	� $�)$�  

 

Use the definition of the velocity field, 
P��(�	P� = ���(�	�� ≡ �� ��, ��(�	�, since the Eulerian 

coordinates are a function of time only, for Lagrangian velocity a partial time derivative 

on the Lagrangian coordinates is more applicable, 
P1�(�	P� ≡ ��(��(�W	, �	 , results in the 

following definition of the field derivative of a field function, F, which was defined by a 7 
dimensions directional derivative or “field” derivative from point (t,X(t),U(t,X(t))) to 
point (t+ t,X(t+ t),U(t+ t,X(t+ t)) within a 1-dimensional stream or curve in phase-
space-time during the time interval, t, as the time interval goes to 0,  where in the Taylor 
series we treat each variable as if they were “independent” coordinates of a point (t, X(t), 
U(t, X(t))) within a curve in phase-space-time.   � � 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6

= [∂F��, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�∂t ]0)12�	�*�,4**�
+ �� ��, ��(�	� [$� 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6$�� ]0)12�	�
+ $�) ��, ��(�	�$� [$���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�$�) ]0)12�	� 

The innovation in fluid mechanics, with this limit definition is that the dynamic changes 
of the fluid flow field are included in the tangent space of the field function, �(�, ��(�	, �*�(��, �		  ,  in the phase-space-time domain (7 dimensions). For elementary 
properties or rules of the field derivative, please see Section 2.1.   
Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 2. Fundamental Theorem of Calculus for the field derivative. 

 If the time integral of field derivative of a field function � 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6 on a 

continues curve (or 1-dimensional stream) of field �*� ��, ��(�	�	from time 0 to time t is 
defined by the line integral 

X  ��Y, ��(Y	, �*�(Y, ��(Y		� Y�
�  Y 

Then the line integral result is given by the difference field function evaluated at the 
integral limits, t and 0. 

X  ��Y, ��(Y	, �*�(Y, ��(Y		� Y�
�  Y = ���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		� − �(0, ��(0	, �*�(0, ��(0		 = ΔF|��  

 
Proof of Theorem 2. Fundamental Theorem of Calculus for the field derivative. 
By definition of the field derivative limit in Theorem 1,    ���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		� �

≡ ��∆[→� ��� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*�(� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�		� − � ��, ��(�	, �*���, ��(�	��∆�  

Let � = 	�HFI, ∆� = �H − �HFI = \H 
  ���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		� �

= ��]R→�
��	�H , ��(�H	, �*�(�H, ��(�H		� − � ��HFI, ��(�HFI	, �*���HFI, ��(�HFI	��\H  

From the definition of a line integral [5], thus, each point in the line integral is in a 
continues curve of the field (or 1-dimensional stream of the fluid velocity) 
 

X  ��Y, ��(Y	, �*�(Y, ��(Y		� Y�
�  Y
= ��^→_ L ��]R→�

��	�H , ��(�H	, �*�(�H, ��(�H		� − � ��HFI, ��(�HFI	, �*���HFI, ��(�HFI	��\H \H(^VI	
HMI  

 
The sum is finite; the epsilon limit commutes with the finite summation, 
 

X  ��Y, ��(Y	, �*�(Y, ��(Y		� Y�
�  Y 

= ��^→_��]R→� L ��	�H, ��(�H	, �*�(�H, ��(�H		� − � ��HFI, ��(�HFI	, �*���HFI, ��(�HFI	��(^VI	
HMI  

Summing the finite sum, cancelling terms out, and taking the epsilon limit.  As =	 →	∞,	with �H − �HFI = \H → 0, @Y	\ ̅ → 0	thus, the	����^→_�^VI = ����^→_(= + 1	\̅ = � 
converges by construction.  
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X  ��Y, ��(Y	, �*�(Y, ��(Y		� Y�
�  Y 

= ��^→_��	�^VI, ��(�^VI	, �*�(�^VI, ��(�^VI		� − � ���, ��(��	, �*����, ��(��	�� 
 
Define �� = 0.		Thus, the line integral along a 1-dimensional stream or curve result is 
given by the difference field function evaluated at the integral limits.  (See Section 3.3 for 
a more complete proof with the induction method). 

X  ��Y, ��(Y	, �*�(Y, ��(Y		� Y  Y = ���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		� − � �0, ��(0	, �*��0, ��(0	���
� = Δ�|��  

 Q.E.D. 
 
2.1. Examples of field derivative 
Example 1. Field derivative of the fluid velocity field. 
Let �H ��, ��(�	, �*���, ��(�	�� = �H ��, ��(�	�, the fluid velocity field, then  

 

• [fgR��,�*�(�	,4**�(�,�*�(�		�fh ]0)12�	�*�,4**� = 0 

• �� ��, ��(�	� [PUR��,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	��P�� ]0)12�	� = �� ��, ��(�	� P4R��,�*�(�	�P��  

• P4i(�,�*�(�		P� [PUR5�,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	�6P4i ]0)12�	� = P4i(�,�*�(�		P� P4R��,�*�(�	�P4i = P4i��,�*�(�	�P� ∙ kH,) = P4R��,�*�(�	�P�  

where kH,) is the Kronecker Delta discrete function.  Thus, the mathematical definition of 
the field derivative of the fluid velocity vector gives same result as the material derivative 
fluid velocity 
  �H ��, ��(�	� � = 0 + �� ��, ��(�	� $�H ��, ��(�	�$�� + $�H ��, ��(�	�$� = ��H ��, ��(�	���  

 
This proves the statement that the field derivative defined in the phase-space-time is 
identical to the material derivative as defined by Ivanova et al [6].   
 
Example 2. Field derivative of Eulerian space coordinates.  
 

Let �H 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6 	= 	XH(t	 , a function of Eulerian space coordinate 

 

• [fgR5�,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	�6fh ]0)12�	�*�,4**� = 0 

• �� ��, ��(�	� [PUR5�,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	�6P�� ]0)12�	� = �� ��, ��(�	� PP�� XH(t	 = �� ��, ��(�	� kH,� =
�H ��, ��(�	� 

• P4i(�,�*�(�		P� [PUR5�,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	�6P4i ]0)12�	� = P4i��,�*�(�	�P� ∙ 0 = 0 

 
Thus, the result is identical to the elementary time differentiation. 
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 �mR(h	�� = �H ��, ��(�	� 
 
Example 3. Field derivative of a tensor density field. 
 

no�	�H,p 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6 = $�H ��, ��(�	�$�p  

 

• [fgR,q5�,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	�6
fh ]0)12�	�*�,4**� = PP� P4R��,�

*�(�	�P�q = Pr4R��,�*�(�	�P�P�q  

• �� ��, ��(�	� [PUR,q5�,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	�6
P�� ]0)12�	� = �� ��, ��(�	� PP��

P4R��,�*�(�	�P�q =
�� ��, ��(�	� Pr4R��,�*�(�	�P��P�q  

• P4i(�,�*�(�		P� [PUR5�,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	�6P4i ]0)12�	� = P4i��,�*�(�	�P� ∙ PP�q
P4R��,�*�(�	�P4i = P4i��,�*�(�	�P� ∙ PP�q kH,) = 0 

  �H,p � =   � $�H ��, ��(�	�$�p = $"�H ��, ��(�	�$�$�p + �� ��, ��(�	� $"�H ��, ��(�	�$��$�p  

 
Example 4. Field derivative product rule 
  � 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6s 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6 �  

 

= ��∆�→� 	
� 5� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*� �� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	�6s 5� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*� �� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	�6

−���, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�s��, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�∆�  

 

= ��∆�→�	[ 1∆� %� 5� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*� �� + ∆�,��(� + ∆�	�6s 5� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*� �� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	�6
− � 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6s 5� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*� �� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	�6
+ 1∆� t� %�,��(�	, �*� 5�,�**�(�	6&s 5� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	, �*� �� + ∆�, ��(� + ∆�	�6
− � %�,�**�(�	, �**� 5�,�**�(�	6&s %�,�**�(�	, �**� 5�,�**�(�	6&uv
=  �%�,�**�(�	, �**� 5�, �**�(�	6&

 � s%�, �**�(�	, �**� 5�,�**�(�	6&
+� %�,�**�(�	, �**� 5�,�**�(�	6& s%�, �**�(�	, �**� 5�,�**�(�	6& �  
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Example 5. Field derivative Integration by Parts 
 

X �)(Y, ��(Y		  k�)(Y, ��(Y		 Y�
�  Y = �) �Y, ��(Y	� k�)(Y, ��(Y		|�� −X �) �Y, ��(Y	� Y k�)(Y, ��(Y		 Y�

�
	 

Proof: 

X  (�)(Y, ��(Y		k�)(Y, ��(Y			 Y�
�  Y = �) �Y, ��(Y	� k�)(Y, ��(Y		|�� 	wx	yℎoBCo	2 

 

X  (�)(Y, ��(Y			 Y�
� k�)(Y, ��(Y		 +  �) �Y, ��(Y	� Y k�)(Y, ��(Y		 Y = �) �Y, ��(Y	� k�)(Y, ��(Y		|�� 	 

 wx	yℎoBCo	1, @= 	 �AAoCo=��@��B=	zCB �{�	C��o, o�@z�o	#4.		Rearranging gives 
 

X �)(Y, ��(Y		  k�)(Y, ��(Y		 Y�
�  Y = �) �Y, ��(Y	� k�)(Y, ��(Y		|�� −X �) �Y, ��(Y	� Y k�)(Y, ��(Y		 Y�

�
 

 
 
Example 6. Integral of the field derivative of the Lagrangian Bernoulli Scalar Field  
 
For the scalar field example use the Lagrangian Bernoulli formula.  Time integral of the 
field derivative of the Lagrangian Bernoulli scalar field, 
 

X  }(Y, ��(Y	, �*�(Y, ��(Y			 Y�
�  Y = }(�, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�			 − }(0, ��(0	, �*�(0, ��(0		 = ΔB|��  

 
The change in total mechanical energy per unit mass of the fluid in the stream cylindrical 
control volume, k�HFI, is the volume integral below in Eulerian coordinates.  Where the 
Jacobian for k and k-1 times are the same or are constant equal to unity due to fluids 
incompressibility.  Since the total mechanical energy is the same for the stream line for 
small interval of times then, ��(�H	 − ��(�HFI	= �[}(�H, ��(�H	, �*�(�H, ��(�H				

��R��− }(�HFI, ��(�HFI	, �*�(�HFI, ��(�HFI			]�W 	 $(�I, �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	  � = 0 

By taking the limit as the radius of the cylinder control volume goes to zero, k�HFI → 0.  
The length of the cylinder only diminishes with increasing number of samples. 

����R��→� 1k�HFI �[}(�H, ��(�H	, �*�(�H, ��(�H				
��R��− }(�HFI, ��(�HFI	, �*�(�HFI, ��(�HFI			]�W 	 $(�I, �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	  � = 0 

Since �W 	 P(1�,1r,1�	P(��,�r,��	 > 0 , thus,  
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 }(�H, ��(�H	, �*�(��(�H	, �H		 − }(�HFI, ��(�HFI	, �*�(�HFI, ��(�HFI			 = 0 
 
where the Eulerian Bernoulli formula is defined below for k=1, small time t1, }(�I, ��(�I	, �*�(�I, ��(�I			 − }(��, ��(��	, �*�(��, ��(��		

= �12 �)"��I, ��(�I	� − 12 �)"���, ��(��	� + ����(�I	� − ����(��	� + z���(�I	��W
− z���(��	��W + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��

��
��

 Y + �W� = 0 

Thus, for simplicity, let ���*�(�	� = ��1�(�	��� + �(�*�(�		  to obtain the difference sample 

Bernoulli equations for each difference k.   }(�H, ��(�H	, �*�(�H, ��(�H			 − }(�HFI, ��(�HFI	, �*�(�HFI, ��(�HFI			
= 12 ��2(�S, ��(�S		 − 12 ��2��S−1, ��(�S−1	� + ����(�S	� − ����(�S−1	� + 1�B X 7�,8 $��$�8

�S

�S−1
 Y 

By the proof of Theorem 2 Fundamental Theorem of calculus and proof by induction in 
Section 3.3, thus, 

X  }(Y, ��(Y	, �*�(Y, ��(Y			 Y  Y = }(�, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�			 − }�0, ��(0	, �*�(0, ��(0		��
� = Δ}|��  

 
See Section 3.2 for more details on the derivation of the Bernoulli principle using the 
field derivative.  Although the functional argument notation used in sections 3.0, 3.1, and 
3.3 is the same as Appendix A, i.e. the velocity field is implicit and the fluid velocity 
functional arguments are in reverse order to match reference [1]. 
 
3. Derivation of Bernoulli’s principle for incompressible viscous fluids 
The internal energy per unit mass, I(t), of the fluid was defined in article [1], as shown in 
(Eq. 1). �(�	 = I�� � 7),� P4iP����  Y + �W                                           (1) 

Equations 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 in the original article [1] are reproduced below as equations 2, 
3, and 4, respectively, with the change being that the dissipation functional definition1 is 
used for the convenience of the reader, where the Einstein summation convention is used 
throughout this manuscript with indices i and j equal to 1, 2 and 3.    
The Hamiltonian per unit mass was defined as shown in (Eq. 2): 
 � = � + � − I" �(�	 = I" �)" + ����� + ���*���� − I"�� � 7),� P4iP����  Y − I" �W        (2) 

 
where K, V, �(�	, �W, Vo, �, p, ui, 7),�, ��, and Io are the kinetic energy, potential energy, 
internal energy, constant fluid density, constant volume, external potential energy, fluid 
pressure, velocity of the fluid, viscous stress tensor, Eulerian jth spatial coordinate, and 

                                                 
1 The dissipation function, D, can be defined as � = 	7),� P4iP�� (equation 2.3 in reference [1]).  The 

fluid’s internal energy is given by �(�	 = I�� � 7),� P4iP����  Y + �W	. 
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constant fluid mechanical internal energy per unit mass, respectively.   The time rate of 
change2 of the Hamiltonian is given in (Eq. 3). 
 ���� = ��� (� + �	 − I" ���� = − G" ����                (3) 
 
The total mechanical energy per unit mass, ET, is conserved, as shown in (Eq. 4). ��� �� + G" �� = ��� (� + � + �	 = ����� = 0       (4) 
This derivation appeared to be an interesting mathematical puzzling result in the sense 
that the time integral might diverge; thus, the question arises as to how it could remain a 
constant.  The solution to this puzzle is because the volume integrals were implicit in (Eq. 
2), (Eq. 3), and (Eq. 4).  Additionally, the time differentiation of the total mechanical 
energy was expected to be the material derivative, yet this puzzle has generated an idea of 
the field derivative.  Yet, the following subsection is based on Appendix A material 
derivative method published in reference [6]. 
 
3.1. Derivation of Bernoulli’s principle for incompressible viscous fluids using 
material derivative method  
 Therefore, the total mechanical energy, ET, is given by (Eq. 5).   ��(�	 = ∭ 5I" �)" + ����� + ���*���� + I�� � 7),� P4iP����  Y + �W6 �W P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	 �W	��� 	   (5) 

The volume integral has a finite stream control volume, k�W , which encloses the fluid 
motion of fluid stream flow (for example, like a cylinder of fixed length, kL, and small 
radius, kCW, to encompass a small portion of a moving stream within a river or ocean) 
from the initial time, 0, to some small time, t, for a fixed small length kn. 
 
In performing the material derivative [6] to the total mechanical energy by integration by 
parts on the viscous stress tensor term, where the resulting surface integral is zero 
(∯ 7),��)=��W �	��� = 0) via the nonslip condition for solid boundaries or require the fluid 

shear stress to be null because the surface normal may be arbitrary in absence of solid 
boundaries, results in (Eq. 6) (See Appendix A). Since  ��� (�W P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��		 = 0, by fluid 

continuity equation and using Reynolds Transport Theorem (incompressible condition 
can be relaxed), or P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	 = 1 for incompressible fluids. 

 ��� ��(�	 = ∭ �) 5P4iP� + �� P4iP�� + P�P�i + I�� P�P�i − I��
PNi,�P��6 �W P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	 �W	��� = 0			(6) 

The terms inside the parenthesis, which are the Navier-Stokes equations for 
incompressible fluids, vanish throughout the fluid for all coordinates ��(�		;��ℎ�=	{B=�CB�	 B��o, �W; thus, the fluid’s total mechanical energy is a constant, Eo.   

��(�I	 =��12�)" + ����� + z�����W + 1�WX 7),� $�)$��
��
�

 Y + �W��W $(�I, �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W
	

���
= �W 

Define Eo = Bo �WVo where Bo is a constant mechanical energy per unit mass. Note that 
time t1 is short.  

                                                 
2 Time rate of change implied in this manuscript and the in reference [1] is the material derivative 
as defined by Batchelor [7] and reference [6]. 
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��12�)" + �(��	 + z�����W + 1�WX 7),� $�)$��
��
�

 Y + �W��W $(�I, �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W
	

��� =�5}W�W $(�I , �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	6  �W
	

���
 

Therefore, the Bernoulli’s principle is given as in (Eq. 7). ∭ 5I"�)" + ����� + ���*���� + I�� � 7),� P4iP�����  Y + �W − }W6 �W P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	 �W = 0	���     (7) 

The integrand in (Eq. 7) must be zero for all Eulerian coordinates, ��, within the stream 
control volume and small times, 1 > t > 0.   Next, the control volume, 	�W , containing the 
stream or current is shrunk to zero volume, i.e. from 3 dimensions to 1 dimension.   For 
example, let the radius,	kCW, of a flexible tube control volume go to zero for every current 
or stream in the control volume, the flexible tube tends to a 1-dimensional stream; Thus, 
taking the limit as the volume goes to zero results in the integrand of (Eq. 7A) being zero 
at every point of the 1-dimensional stream, therefore (Eq. 7B) is valid throughout the 
fluid with different values of Bo, by partitioning the fluid flow with control volumes 
containing them.  The proof requires a multiple use (by induction) of the Mean Value 
Theorem of Integrals for every point in the stream, see footnote in page 71 of [2]. ����	���→� I	�����∭ 5I" �)" + ����� + ���*���� + I�� � 7),� P4iP����  Y + �W − }W6 �W P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	 �W = 0	��   

 (7A) 
Since �W P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	 > 0, the limit of (Eq. 7A) yields the Eulerian Bernoulli equation for 

viscous incompressible fluids in (Eq. 7B) within a 1-dimensional stream. 

}���(�	, �� = I" �)"���(�	, �� + � ���(�	� + ���*�(�	��� + I�� � 7),� P4iP����  Y + �W = }W  (7B) 

Equations (Eqs. 7A-B) remain valid when	��(�	 → ��W  as � → 0 .  The constant }W  is 
identified with the initial conditions found in (Eq. 7C) valid in the 1-dimensional stream. 

Eulerian, I" �)"���W , 0� + ����W� + ���*����� + �W = }W    (7C) 

 
3.2. Derivation of Bernoulli’s principle for incompressible viscous fluids using the 
field derivative 
This section demonstrates an alternate derivation using Section 2 mathematical methods 
of field derivative without using Appendix A definitions of material derivative. 

}(�, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		 = �12 �)"(�, ��(�		 + ����� + z�����W + 1�WX7),� $�)$��
�

�
 Y + �W� 

  � } 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6
= [∂B��, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�∂t ]0)12�	�*�,4**�
+ �� ��, ��(�	� [$} 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6$�� ]0)12�	�
+ $�) ��, ��(�	�$� [$}��, ��(�	, �*�(�, ��(�		�$�) ]0)12�	� 
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Partial differentiating each term and holding fixed the variables in the vertical bar or 
bracket 
 ∂B ��, ��(�	, �*���, ����∂t |0)12�	�*�,4**� = 1�W 7),� $�)$�� ;	 

�� ��, ��(�	� [$} ��, ��(�	, �*���, ����$�� ]0)12�	�
= �� ��, ��(�	� $$�� ����� + �� ��, ��(�	� $$�� z�����W+ �� ��, ��(�	� $�)$�� �) ��, ��(�	� 

Using chain rule in the last term, $�) ��, ��(�	�$� [$} ��, ��(�	, �*���, ����$�) ]0)12�	� = $�) ��, ��(�	�$� �) ��, ��(�	�
= �) ��, ��(�	� $�) ��, ��(�	�$�  

Thus, adding all the terms the field derivative, ���} ��, ��(�	, �*���, ���� = 
I�� 7),� P4iP�� + �� ��, ��(�	� PP������� + �� ��, ��(�	� PP�� ���

*���� + �) ��, ��(�	��� ��, ��(�	� P4iP�� +�)(�, ��(�		 P4i(�,�*�(�		P�  
Changing dummy index from j to i on the potential energy terms ���} ��, ��(�	, �*���, ��(�	�� = I�� 7),� P4iP�� + �) ��, ��(�	� PP�i����� + �) ��, ��(�	� PP�i ���

*���� +
�) ��, ��(�	� �� ��, ��(�	� P4iP�� + �)(�, ��(�		 P4i(�,�*�(�		P�  

Rearranging the terms to obtain 
���} 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6 = �) ��, ��(�	� [P4i��,�*�(�	�P� + PP�i����� + PP�i ���

*���� + �� ��, ��(�	� P4iP��] +I�� 7),� P4iP�� 
 
Since for small time intervals, ∆�, since the cylindrical control volume is nearly fixed 
volume or since the fluid is incompressible (the Jacobian is nearly constant,  
 P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	~1). 

 
By integration by parts of the shear stress term, assuming the required surface boundary 
condition, where either the fluid velocity has a no-slip condition or the surface normal is 
arbitrary; therefore, the shear stress is zero at the volume surface, as expected. 
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� 1�W 7),� $�)$�� �W $(�I, �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W
	

���
=£ 7),��)=� �	

��� −� 1�W $7),�$�� �)�W $(�I , �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W
	

���= −� 1�W $7),�$�� �)�W $(�I, �" , �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W
	

���
 

Therefore, the field derivative of the total mechanical energy results in the Navier Stokes 
equations.   � ��(�	 =�   � } 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6�W $(�I, �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W

	
��� =��) %$�)$� + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� &�W $(�I, �", �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W

	
���

= 0 

 
Taking the limit of the control volume to zero,   

�����→� 1k�W�(  � } 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6
	

��� − %$�)$� + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� &�)	�W $(�I, �" , �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W = 0 

Since �W P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	 > 0 the above equation yields the desired result by reference [2] 

footnote on page 71 for a 1-dimensional stream.  } 5�, ��(�	, �*� ��, ��(�	�6 � − %$�)$� + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� & �) = 0 

The definition of the field derivative by Theorem 1 is an additional result of this 
manuscript used to explain the integration result (below) being demonstrated in Section 
3.3 by the Induction method and the Conclusion of this manuscript. Since 
�¤5�,�*�(�	,4**���,�*�(�	�6

�� = �¤��*�(�	,���� , this implies the limit results in Appendix A are the equivalent 
to this section. In Section 3.3 the Lagrangian coordinates are identical to the Eulerian 
coordinates at sampled times and space by construction, although the notation differs.  
Thus, Section 3.3 will prove the integration result below. 

X %$�)$Y + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� &
�
� �) Y = X   Y } 5Y, ��(Y	, �*� �Y, ��(Y	�6�

�  Y = ∆}|��= 0 
 
3.3. Sampling the flow field of a 1-dimensional stream and proof by induction 
In this section, the results of Section 3.1 and Appendix A will be used, therefore the same 
notation is used in this section.  What follows is a thought experiment, where the fluid 
parcels in a single one-dimensional fluid stream are sampled to obtain the kth spatial 
Cartesian coordinate sample,	�*�H, at sample time,	�H, using the same fixed Cartesian 3-
dimensional coordinate system and origin (see Figure 1) and using the same start clock 
time, to=0. A more sophisticated sampling experiment has been performed in a computer 
simulation in reference [3] for Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates for the same fluid 
parcels in a stream flow field. 
 



 

 

 

The Eulerian coordinates, 
coordinate, �*�H,  and sampled at the time, 
coordinates,	����*�H, �H�, describes fluid parcels along a one
are measured with respect to
Eulerian coordinates, ��
����*�H, �H�	@= 	����*�HFI, �HF
standard Lagrangian definition because it does not use the initial position at the initial 
time, 0, as the marker of a fluid parcel instead uses sampled positions and sampled times 
of the fluid current, unless considering the initial sample).  This sampling allows unique 
Eulerian coordinates to be assigned to the travelling Lagrangian coordinates fluid parcels 
based on the same fixed valued Cartesian coordinate system for each sample or instance 
time �H, ����*�H, �H� � �*�H , with the same vector value as the sampled Eulerian 
coordinates, 	��H � �*�H.  The Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid stream is sampled for a 
given fixed travel distance L, and some fixed travel time t in the same Cartesian 
coordinates as the Eulerian coordinates of the fluid stream; thus, for every fluid parc
the stream, there exists a Bernoulli line integral and, by construction, the values of the 
Lagrangian fluid parcel coordinates and Eulerian coordinates are the same within the 1
stream; therefore, their 
identical at the same sampled spatial distances and sampled times.   
�*��	��H , �H	|�*�RM�*�R � �*��4¥2¦

Thus, the fact that the sampled Lagrangian coordinates can be substituted into the 
Eulerian Bernoulli equation in which 
too clumsy of a notation
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Figure 1: Spatial Sampling 

The Eulerian coordinates, ��H��	, are sampled spatially for some fixed values Cartesian 
and sampled at the time, �H , and the fluid parcel Lagrangian 

� describes fluid parcels along a one-dimensional current flow that 
are measured with respect to the same Cartesian coordinate system and origin as the 

��H��H	 � �*�H . Therefore, the sampled Lagrangian coordinates 

I� may not be the same fluid parcel (this definition is not the 
efinition because it does not use the initial position at the initial 

time, 0, as the marker of a fluid parcel instead uses sampled positions and sampled times 
of the fluid current, unless considering the initial sample).  This sampling allows unique 

ian coordinates to be assigned to the travelling Lagrangian coordinates fluid parcels 
based on the same fixed valued Cartesian coordinate system for each sample or instance 

, with the same vector value as the sampled Eulerian 
.  The Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid stream is sampled for a 

given fixed travel distance L, and some fixed travel time t in the same Cartesian 
coordinates as the Eulerian coordinates of the fluid stream; thus, for every fluid parc
the stream, there exists a Bernoulli line integral and, by construction, the values of the 
Lagrangian fluid parcel coordinates and Eulerian coordinates are the same within the 1
stream; therefore, their velocities, �*�, (see reference [3] equation 2 in reference) will be 
identical at the same sampled spatial distances and sampled times.    

�4¥2¦��*�H, �H�|�*�RM1���*�R,�R� � �*�§¨©¦¨^©)¨^�����*�H, �H�, �H� �
fact that the sampled Lagrangian coordinates can be substituted into the 

Eulerian Bernoulli equation in which the velocity field is implied but not shown since it is 
too clumsy of a notation.   This demonstrates the material derivative [6] defined in 

 

are sampled spatially for some fixed values Cartesian 
and the fluid parcel Lagrangian 

dimensional current flow that 
Cartesian coordinate system and origin as the 

Therefore, the sampled Lagrangian coordinates 
be the same fluid parcel (this definition is not the 

efinition because it does not use the initial position at the initial 
time, 0, as the marker of a fluid parcel instead uses sampled positions and sampled times 
of the fluid current, unless considering the initial sample).  This sampling allows unique 

ian coordinates to be assigned to the travelling Lagrangian coordinates fluid parcels 
based on the same fixed valued Cartesian coordinate system for each sample or instance 

, with the same vector value as the sampled Eulerian 
.  The Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid stream is sampled for a 

given fixed travel distance L, and some fixed travel time t in the same Cartesian 
coordinates as the Eulerian coordinates of the fluid stream; thus, for every fluid parcel in 
the stream, there exists a Bernoulli line integral and, by construction, the values of the 
Lagrangian fluid parcel coordinates and Eulerian coordinates are the same within the 1-d 

(see reference [3] equation 2 in reference) will be 

� �*������*�H, �H�, �H	 
fact that the sampled Lagrangian coordinates can be substituted into the 

implied but not shown since it is 
.   This demonstrates the material derivative [6] defined in 
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Appendix A, Section 3.1 and the field derivative defined in Section 2 and demonstrated in 
Section 3.2 are equivalent but differ in mathematical development since limit definitions 
are different. The sampled Bernoulli equations can be spatially integrated any time, there 
is a discussion involving the re-applications of (Eqs. 7ABC), even if the spatial integrals 
are not shown.   The use of the theorem of induction [4] with a time interval \H ≥ 0 
( \H � �H − �HFI ≪ 1 ) and Eulerian spatial intervals |∆�*�H| ≥ 0  (|∆�*�H«= |�*�H − �*�HFI« ≪1		sampling scheme defines coordinates, ����*�H, �H�, at times, tk, to be used in the partial 
sums of the sampled Bernoulli equations. As the spatial and time sample numbers 
increases, the number of Lagrangian coordinates increases as well as the number of joint 
Eulerian control volumes increases, while keeping spatial sample (= + 1	�¬ =∑ |∆�*�H^VIHMI | ≤ (= + 1	kn = n to a fixed distance as �¬ → 0, = → ∞ and time sample �^VI =∑ (\H	^VIHMI = (= + 1	\̅ = �	 to a fixed time as 	\ ̅ → 0	  and 	= → ∞ . The total mechanical 
energy of the fluid is a scalar quantity, which is a constant and therefore is invariant with 
respect to the same Cartesian coordinate system being used.   }�����*�H, �H�, �H� = I"�)"(����*�H, �H�, �H	 + ����(�*�H, �H	� + ��1�(�*�R,�R	��� + I�� � 7),� P4iP1��R�  Y + �W = }W

 (7D) 

Lagrangian, I" �)"(��W, 0	 + �(��W	 + �(1��	�� + �W = }W       (7E) 

Another explanation for (Eqs. 7DE) can be developed by applying (Eqs. 7A) to these joint 
Eulerian control volumes used in spatial integration as the control volume shrinks or 
tends to zero; therefore, the Eulerian control volumes eventually become the Lagrangian 
coordinates of the same or equivalent fluid parcels or particles that follow a flow defined 
by the Navier Stokes equations (Eq. 6) and the continuity of the fluid.   The Lagrangian 
coordinate notation, ����*�H, �H�, is cumbersome; thus, instead of using ����*�H, �H� throughout 
this manuscript, an equivalent compact form of the following Lagrangian coordinate 
notation as ��(�H	 = �*�H is used, where k is a nonnegative integer (see footnote3).   
 
Consider a small fluid cylindrical parcel with control volume, k�W(= kn¯kC"	, with the 
small length, kn, aligned with the 1-dimensional stream flow axis at the 1st sample. The 
fluid cell with Lagrangian initial coordinates, ��(0	 = ��W , is at the start of the stream 
cylindrical control volume circular face.  The Lagrangian initial coordinates are equal in 
value to the Eulerian coordinates, ��W(= �*�W	,	and not near the physical boundaries (i.e., the 
fluid parcel is not stagnant, and thus the fluid parcel speed is not zero) within a much 
larger physical volume Vo and have the stream control volume k�W	cylinder exterior unit 

                                                 
3 Time and spatial sampling of the fluid parcel’s Lagrangian coordinates at the fixed coordinates, �*�H, along the stream’s path for time tk can be expressed in terms of Lagrangian coordinates at 
coordinates �*�HFI and for time tk-1 via Taylor series; thus, let sampling cases k go to infinity as the 
sampling time interval \H = (�H − �HFI	 	→ 0, and Eulerian sampling distance |∆�*�H| → 0, as the 
sampling distance kn → 0. (This infinitesimal sampling is not required for computational use due 
to Shannon’s sampling theorem, as long as the simulated fluid velocity is band limited).        
 ����*�H, �H� = ����*�HFI, �HFI� + \H$����*�HFI, �HFI� $�HFI + ∆�*�H ∙ ∇����*�HFI, �HFI� + 	!�\H", |∆�*�H|"�#   

where |∆�*�H«= |�*�H − �*�HFI« < 	kn ≪ 1, \H = �H − �HFI ≪ 1 and the gradient 	∇ is with respect to �*�HFI. 
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normal =*�§, with small radius, kC < 	1, i.e., k�� � kn¯kC" → 0	@Y	kC → 0.	  The Jacobian is 
not shown since its constant about unity for small times, 1 > Δ� � �I − �W � �I 

�����¦→� I
���§²�¦r∭ %I"�)"�����I	, �I	 + � ����(�I	� + ��1��(��	��� + I�� � 7),� P4iP�����  Y + �W −	���

}W6 �W � = �����¦→� I���§²�¦r (I"�)"(��(�I	, �I	 + � ����(�I	� + ��1��(��	��� + I�� � 7),� P4iP�����  Y + �W −
}W	�Wkn¯kC" =	 (I"�)"(��(�I	, �I	 + � ����(�I	� + ��1��(��	��� + I�� � 7),� P4iP�����  Y + �W −}W	 = 0                      

(7F) 
by Mean Value Theorem of Integrals for some Lagrangian coordinate ��(�I	 within k�� 
(i.e. Re-applying (Eqs. 7ABCD) with the integrand evaluated at some sampled 
coordinates �*�I  (within ��W³ Y	BC	�*�W³ Y	{x��= oC	{B=�CB�	 B��o		 .  Defining a fluid parcel 
Lagrangian coordinates as ��(�I	 = 	�*�I (equivalent Eulerian coordinates at time t1) results 
in the sampled Bernoulli equation 1 (Eq. 8).    }(��(�I	, �I	 = I"�)" + �(��(�I		 + �(1�(��		�� + I�� � 7),� P4iP1����  Y + �W = }W   (8) 

For the sample k fluid parcel along the 1-dimensional stream (see Figure 1), where the 
sample time �H is the fluid cell’s Lagrangian coordinates, ��(�H	, and the fluid parcel is 
within the relatively small neighborhood of k�HFI, (Eq. 9), if the fluid’s maximum speed 
(parallel to the cylinder’s kn axis exterior unit normal) is denoted by ´H,§ = µ@�	�*� ∙ =*�§  
>> 0, then the time �H required to be within the time interval is [(S − 1	kn/´HFI,¦ , Skn/´H,¦]; otherwise, the ��(�H	 fluid parcel location is outside the axial spatial integration of 
the cylindrical control volume k�HFIsince control volume encloses the stream only entry 
and exit is through the cylinder circular faces.   
 
By re-applying (Eqs. 7DEF) with the integrand evaluated at some Eulerian coordinates �*�H (within �*�HFI³ Y	{B=�CB�	 B��o	, for a fluid parcel Lagrangian coordinates, ��(�H	 = 	�*�H, 
results in the sampled Bernoulli equation k are subtracted by Bernoulli equation k-1.   
Subtract the k-1 sampled Bernoulli equation }(��(�HFI	, �HFI	  from the kth sampled 

Bernoulli equations }(��(�H	, �H	, and for simplicity, let ���*�(�	� = ��1�(�	��� + �(�*�(�		 (if k=1 

use (Eq. 7E)) to obtain the difference sample Bernoulli equations for each difference k in 
(Eq. 9.) }(��(�H	, �H	 − }(��(�HFI	, �HFI	

= 12 ��2(��(�S	, �S	 − 12 ��2(��(�S−1	, �S−1	 + ����(�S	� − ����(�S−1	� + 1�B X 7�,8 $��$�8
�S

�S−1
 Y 

  (9) 
The implication is that the difference of mechanical energy per unit mass in (Eq. 9) is a 
constant zero within the fluid 1-dimensional stream, and therefore, the cylindrical control 
volume moves to a new start position, ��(�H	 (i.e. by placing the start of control volume’s 
face center at ��(�H	).   The sample times in the equations can be defined as �H = �HFI + \H, 
for integer k > 1; when k=1, define t0 = 0, and �I = \I ≥ 0.   For each of the cylindrical 
volumes, k�H = kn¯kC", are equal to the initial volume, k�W.  Note that the fluid parcel is 
assumed to be mostly advective transport.    For each sampled Bernoulli formula, k, there 
is a Eulerian coordinate ��H that is equal to the Lagrangian coordinates ��(�H	, within the 
cylinder’s volume of Lagrangian coordinate ��(�HFI		BC	��HFI by construction. 
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Set k equal to 2 and start this argument over again for sample equation k equal to 3, and 
so on, when we arrive to k+1 difference equations; thus, the k+1 cylinder start face center 
is located at ����H	.  As the number of difference cases, k, increases with the condition that 
the cylinder’s volume decreases (i.e., kn → 0, kC → 0 ) and re-applying (Eq. 7F with 
Lagrangian coordinates) for each shrinking control volume as k increases, this process 
increases the resolution. Therefore, the Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid parcel will 
match the Eulerian coordinate samples of the same fluid parcel by construction because 
the fluid flow satisfies the Navier Stokes equations and the equation of continuity. See 
Section 3.1 for proof for the case k=1 and this result can be repeated for all k’s. See 
Section 3.2 for a proof of the integration of the field derivative used in this section.  
Unfortunately, due to space concerns the notation is the same for Section 3.2 but different 
notation found in Section 3.2, }(��(�H	, �H	 = }(�H, ��(�H	, �*�(��(�H	, �H		i.e. fluid velocity field 
is implied in the argument of the Bernoulli function but not shown in Section 3.3, but 
matches notation used in Section 3.1. 

Difference k = 1, ℎB� Y	ABC	YBo	�I ∈ ¸0, �§¹�,º» and for coordinates ��(�I		@= 	��(0	 	∈ k��  
}(��(�I	, �I	 − }(��(0	, 0	 = 12 �)"(��(�I	, �I	 − 12�)"(��(0	, 0	 + ����(�I	� − ����(0	� + 1�WX 7),� $�)$��

��
�

 Y
= 				0 

Difference k = 2, ℎB� Y	ABC	YBo	�" ∈ [ �§¹�,º , "�§¹r,º] and for coordinates	��(�"		@= 	��(�I	 	∈ 	 k�I  
}(��(�"	, �"	 − }(��(�I	, �I	 = 12�)"(��(�"	, �"	 − 12 �)"(��(�I	, �I	 + ����(�"	� − ����(�I	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��

�r
��

 Y
= 				0 

Difference k = n, holds 	ABC	YBo	�^ ∈ 	 [(^FI	�§¹¼��,º , ^�§¹¼,º] and for coordinates 	��(�^		@= 	��(�^FI	 	∈ k�̂ FI 
}(��(�^	, �^	 − }(��(�^FI	, �^FI	 = 12�)"(��(�^	, �^	 − 12�)"(��(�^FI	, �^FI	 + ����(�^	� − ����(�^FI	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��

�¼
�¼��

 Y
= 0 

Difference k = n+1, holds 	ABC	YBo	�^VI ∈ [^�§¹¼,º , (^VI	�§¹(¼½�	,º] and for coordinates 		��(�^VI		@= 	��(�^	 	 ∈ 	 k�̂  

}(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − }(��(�^	, �^	 = 12�)"(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − 12�)"(��(�^	, �^	 + ����(�^VI	� − ����(�^	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��
�¼½�
�¼

 Y
= 				0 

Add each difference of the sampled Bernoulli equation into a partial sum composed of 
samples k equal to 1 and 2, and so on.  Applying the induction method, for a case n equal 
to 1, the sum of equations for differences k equal to 1 and 2 holds by inspection for Y ∈ ¸0, "�§¹r,º». 
 
Induction case 1 holds by inspection, 

L(}(��(�H	, �H	 − }(��(�HFI	, �HFI		"
HMI = }(��(�"	, �"	 − }(��(0	, 0	 = X  }(��(Y	, Y	�r

�  
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� 1
2 �)"�����"	, �"	 − 12 �)"(��(0	, 0	 + ����(�"	� − ����(0	� + 1�WX 7),� $�)$��

�r
�

 Y = 0 

Induction case n+1,  
Assume case n holds, to show the general case n+1 holds, add the finite sum of 
differences from 1 to n+1; the partial sums will increase by induction.   The partial sum is 

valid for the union of the time intervals  The time integral holds for Y ∈ ¸0, (^VI	�§¹(¼½�	,º».  The 

case n+1 is given by the finite sum below, which also holds by inspection and using the 
fundamental theorem of calculus [5].  By definition, �^VI = ∑ (\H	^VIHMI = (= + 1	\̅ = �. 
 
Case Bernoulli Integral n holds by assumption,  

L�}(��(�H	, �H	 − }(��(�HFI	, �HFI	� =^
HMI �}(��(�^	, �^	 − }(��(0	, 0	� = X  }(��(Y	, Y	�¼

�  

 
Case Bernoulli integral n+1, 
 

�=�^VI = L��}(��(�H	, �H	 − }(��(�HFI	, �HFI	�� =^VI
HMI �}(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − }(��(�^	, �^	�

+L�}(��(�H	, �H	 − }(��(�HFI	, �HFI	�^
HMI  

�=�^VI = �}(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − }(��(�^	, �^	� + �}(��(�^	, �^	 − }(��(0	, 0	� 
 

�=�^VI = X  }(��(Y	, Y	�¼½�
�¼ +X  }(��(Y	, Y	�¼

�  

Therefore, 

�=�^VI = �}(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − }(��(0	, 0	� = X  }(��(Y	, Y	�¼½�
�  

 
where the time integral of a field derivative results in the difference evaluated at the 
endpoints of the time integral due to the fundamental theorem of calculus.  Moreover, the 
finite sum above and below holds by inspection due to the term-by-term cancellation. 
 
Case n Bernoulli differences sum holds by inspection, 

L12�)"(��(�H	, �H	 − 12�)"(��(�HFI	, �HFI	 + ����(�H	� − ����(�HFI	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��
�R

�R��
 Y^

HMI
= 12 �)"(��(�^	, �^	 − 12�)"(��(0	, 0	 + ����(�^	� − ����(0	� + 1�WX 7),� $�)$��

�¼
�

 Y 
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Case n+1 Bernoulli differences sum,   

}oC=B����	∆�� � L1
2�)"�����H	, �H	 − 12�)"(��(�HFI	, �HFI	 + ����(�H	� − ����(�HFI	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��

�R
�R��

 Y^VI
HMI
= ¾12�)"(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − 12�)"(��(�^	, �^	 + ����(�^VI	� − ����(�^	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��

�¼½�
�¼

 Y
+L12�)"(��(�H	, �H	 − 12�)"(��(�HFI	, �HFI	 + ����(�H	� − ����(�HFI	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��

�R
�R��

 Y^
HMI

¿ 
 

}oC=B����	∆�� = ¾12�)"(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − 12�)"(��(�^	, �^	 + ����(�^VI	� − ����(�^	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��
�¼½�
�¼

 Y
+	12 �)"(��(�^	, �^	 − 12�)"(��(0	, 0	 + ����(�^	� − ����(0	� + 1�WX 7),� $�)$��

�¼
�

 Y¿ 
The combined induction case n+1 result is shown below. 

X  }(��(Y	, Y	�¼½�
� = 12�)"(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − 12 �)"(��(0	, 0	 + ����(�^VI	� − ����(0	� + 1�W X 7),� $�)$��

�¼½�
�

 Y = 0 
 
By induction and repeated use of (Eq. 7F), as =	 → 	∞,;��ℎ	kn	 → 0, kC → 0  and as �H − �HFI = \H → 0, @Y	\̅ → 0, (́^VI	,§ →	´§, (= + 1	kn → n; 	thus,  the 	����^→_�^VI =����^→_(= + 1	\̅ = � converges by construction.   Therefore,  

X  }(��(Y	, Y	 Y  Y¥)p)�		¼→	À�¼½�
� = ����		^→	_ %12�)"(��(�^VI	, �^VI	 − 12�)"(��(0	, 0	 + ����(�^VI	� − ����(0	�&

+ 1�WX 7),� $�)$��
¥)p)�		¼→	À�¼½�
�  Y = 0 

The previous equations hold true because the sum is performed before the limits were 
evaluated.  The limits exist and converge uniformly since the fluid velocity and the 
potential functions are continuous functions of time and space, and since ����^→_�^VI =t converges uniformly by construction.  By adding and subtracting the initial constant 
internal energy, all the cases of the partial sums hold true for the union of the time 
intervals, � ∈ 	 [0, §¹º].  The final equation yields a line integral of the material derivative of 

the Bernoulli formula within a 1-dimensional stream.  Therefore, by the law of induction 
and the fundamental theorem of calculus [5], the Bernoulli formula holds true, as shown 
below.  
 

X  }(��(Y	, Y	 Y�
�  Y = 12 �)"(��(�	, �	 + ����(�	� + 1�WX7),� $�)$��

�
�

 Y + �W − 12�)"(��W , 0	 − �(��W	 − �W
= 	0					 

 
where we set the time to 0 in ��(�	 to obtain ��W.   
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Bernoulli’s principle can be stated as (Eq. 10) below, with ������	�	Coz�@{o 	wx	 ��1���	��� +
������		.   

}�����	, �	 = I"�)"(��(�	, �	 + ����(�	� + ��1�(�	��� + I�� � 7),� P4iP1���  Y + �W = }W          (10) 

This equation is the same result obtained with Eulerian coordinates in (Eq. 7ABC), but 
the interpretation of a line integral is difficult to interpret since the Eulerian coordinates 
are fixed in space.   Another alternative to (Eq. 10) is given by the equation below,  
 Δ} = }(��(�	, �	 − }(��W, 0	 = (Δ� + Δ� + Δ�	 = 0 

 
and  Δ� = 12 (�)"(��(�	, �	 − �)"(��W, 0		 
 

Δ� = �(��(�		 + z(��(�		�W − �(��W		 − z(��W	�W  

Δ� = I�� � 7),�(��(Y	, Y	 P4i(1�([	,[	P1���  Y . 
Substituting the fluid shear stress for incompressible fluids given by [1] 

7),�(��(Y	, Y	 = 2Áo),�(��(Y	, Y	 = Á($�)(��(Y	, Y	$�� + $��(��(Y	, Y	$�) 	 
Thus, 12 (�)"(��(�	, �	 − �)"(��W, 0		 + ����(�	� + z���(�	��W − �(��W		 − z(��W	�W

+ Á�WX%$�)(��(Y	, Y	$�� + $��(��(Y	, Y	$�) &$�)(��(Y	, Y	$��
�

�
 Y = 0 

 
Since  Â�� = Ã	is the kinematic viscosity, and by performing the usual dimensional analysis 

the Bernoulli equation to obtain the Reynolds number, �o = §¹(1�(�	,�	Ä ,	the fluid Reynolds 
number is given in (Eq. 11) below after cancelling the initial internal energy per unit 
mass.   The Bernoulli’s principle (Eq. 11) can be restated as the first integral of the 
Navier Stokes equation, i.e., the time integral of the Navier Stokes yields the Bernoulli 
equation (recall this equation is valid within the volume integral sign and is obtained by 
integration by parts of the dissipation term). 

Δ} = 12�)"(��(�	, �	 − 12�)"(��W, 0	 + 1�oX%$�)(��(Y	, Y	$�� + $��(��(Y	, Y	$�) &$�)(��(Y	, Y	$��
�

�
 Y 

+����(�	� + ��1�(�	��� − �(��W	 − �(1��	�� = 0         (11) 

Or 
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�����Å�→� Δ}Δ� �W �
	

���	
������Å�→� �Δ� + Δ� + 	Δ�	

Δ� �B $��1, �2, �3	$(�1, �2, �3	  �W
	

��=�   � (� + � + �	�B$(�1, �2, �3	$(�1, �2, �3	  �W
	

��
=   ��}(��(�	, �	�B$(�1, �2, �3	$(�1, �2, �3	  �W

	
��

=  �� �= 0 
 
Therefore, ��� �� + G" �� = ��� (� + � + �	 = ����� = 0   in (Eq. 4.4 in reference [1]) neglected 

the volume integrals, which was the original claim, and the time differentiation referred 
to is the material derivative or field derivative. 
 
4. Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation of incompressible fluids 
This section will develop the Hamilton Jacobi partial differential equation of 
incompressible fluids is based on the theorem in page 133 of Gelfand and Fomin’s book 
Calculus of Variations [11] which was adapted to be used for fluid mechanics using the 
field derivative operator instead of the total derivative used in the theorem in reference 
[11]. 
 
Theorem 3. Hamilton Jacobi partial differential equation of incompressible 
fluids. 
 The first-order system of the Eulerian coordinates defines the fluid velocity    �)(�	 � = �)(�)(�	, �	 
is a field for the second order system of the Eulerian coordinates given by   "�) �" = − $�$�) − 1�W $z$�) + Ã $"$��"  �)(�	 �  

if and only if the velocity field satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential 
equations of incompressible fluids   �) � = $�)$� + �� $�)$�� = − $�$�) − 1�W $z$�) + Ã $"�)$��"  

 for the second order system of the Eulerian coordinates above. 
 
For the complete proof see reference [11].   Consider the following optimization of the 
functional, Æ[�) , �)], where the definition of the field derivative of the sampled fluid 
parcels coordinates and the fluid field velocity is used. 

Æ[�) , �)] = X �n(�,	
��

�) ,  �) � �) , $�)$��	�W � �
�I
�

= X �(�)  �) � − �(�,	
��

�) , �) , $�)$��		�W � �
�I
�

 

Following reference [1] and the comments made to me by Darryl D. Holm [12].  �) � − �) = 0 

Where the Hamiltonian field function was defined in [1] as  � 5�, �) , �) , P4iP��6 = I"�)" + ����� + ���*���� − I"�� � 7),� P4iP����  Y − I" �W. 
Using the Lagrange multipliers method, introduce the constraint into the functional Æ[�) , �)] so the Eulerian coordinates and Eulerian velocity can be varied independently 
[1].  
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Æ+�) , �)] = X �(�)  �) � − �(�,	
��

�) , �) , $�)$��	 + Ç)( �) � − �)		�W � ��I
�

 

A Taylor series approximation (not reproduced here) results in equations 2.13 and 2.15 in 
[1] are below in which added restrictions were added in the brackets to make clear what’s 
being differentiated. 
 

k�) : [ $n$�) −   � � $n
$  �) � �]0)12�	4i = − $�$�) −   � (�) + Ç)	 = 0 

k�) : [ $n$�) + knk�)]0)12�	�i =  �) � − $�$�) − k�k�) − Ç) = 0 

 
Simplifying,  
 

k�) :	 �) � = − $�$�) −  Ç) �  

 

k�) :	 �) � = $�$�) + k�k�) + Ç) 
 
The variational derivative of the Hamiltonian is with respect to the ½ of the Internal 
energy integral, where there is no implied sum inside the time integral on the ratio of ith 
index virtual velocities (equations 2.17 in [1], and � > �)"V ≥ 0	. 
 

− k�k�) = 12 k�k�) = − X(L 1�W $7),�$�� 	
G
�MI

�
�ir½

k�)(�)(Y	, Y	k�)(�)(�	, �	  Y 
Hence   �)(�	 � = �)(�)(�	, �	 + X(L 1�W $7),�$�� 	

G
�MI

�
�ir½

k�)(�)(Y	, Y	k�)(�)(�	, �	  Y + Ç) 
Thus, since ��i(�	�� = �)(�)(�	, �	, therefore the Lagrange multiplier is given as,  

Ç) = − X(L 1�W $7),�$�� 	
G
�MI

�
�ir½

k�)(�)(Y	, Y	k�)(�)(�	, �	  Y 
where there is no implied in the i th index sum inside the time integral.   Performing the 
field derivative on the above equation, by epsilon-delta continuity (See reference [1] for 
details), and substituting into the second equation we obtain (since 7),� = 2Áo),� , see 
reference [1], equations 2.19-2.23) 

−   � Ç) = 1�W $7),�$�� = ÃΔ�) 
  �) � = − $�$�) −  Ç) � = − $�$�) +L 1�W $7),�$��

G
�MI = − $�$�) − 1�W $z$�) + ÃΔ�) 
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So the Hamilton-Jacobi system of partial differential equations is  �)��	 � � �)��)��	, �	  �) � = $�)$� + �� $�)$�� = − $�$�) − 1�W $z$�) + ÃΔ�) 
See the example of field derivative of fluid velocity field in Section 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 
 
5. Conclusion 
This manuscript has demonstrated how Bernoulli’s principle for incompressible viscous 
fluids can be formally obtained.  The Bernoulli function, }(��(�	, �	, is a constant within the 
fluid’s stream control volume.   The integral of the material derivative of the Bernoulli 
function, }(��(�	, �	 = I" �)"(��(�	, �	 + �(�(�		 + ��1�(�	��� + I�� � 7),� P4iP1���  Y + �W , is time integrable 

within the 1-dimensional stream since it represents the zero-net change in total 
mechanical energy per unit mass of the fluid, as (Eq.12) shown below. � �¤(1�([	,[	�[��  Y = }(��(�	, �	 − }((��(0	, 0	 = Δ}|�� = 0    (12) 

Δ}|�� = I"�)"(��(�	, �	 + ���(�	� + ��1�(�	��� + I�� � 7),� P4iP1���  Y + �W − I" �)"(��W, 0	 − �(��W	 − �(1��	�� −�W = 	0					  
 
The Bernoulli formula results for Eulerian coordinates could also have been simply 
obtained by multiplying each Navier Stokes component equation with the corresponding 
fluid component, adding the three equations, integrating in time, and then performing a 
spatial integration with a constant finite stream volume for a very small time, k�, so the 
Jacobian, P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	 , �Y	@	{B=Y�@=�	~1  since the control volume is nearly static and 

therefore integrating by parts the shear stress with no slip condition or shear stress of zero 
at the boundary, realizing the terms are perfect time derivative and using the fundamental 
theorem of calculus [5], except for the shear stress term in which the time integral 
remains4.    
 

�X %$�)$Y + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� &
��
� �) Y�W �	

���
=�X �}���(Y	, Y��Y��

�  Y�W �	
k�0= 0 

Therefore, the Bernoulli equation is the first time integral of the Navier Stokes equations, 
i.e., the law of conservation of energy per unit mass, which holds as long as the resulting 
surface integral is zero (∬ 	7),��)=� �	�� = 0) due to nonslip condition for solid boundaries 

or require the fluid shear stress to be null since the surface normal may be arbitrary in 
absence of solid boundaries.  
 

�X [%$�)$Y + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� &
��
� �) − �}���(Y	, Y��Y ] Y�W �	

��
= 0 

                                                 
4 Similar process used to obtain (Eqs. 6-7ABCDEF), see Appendix A for formal derivation. 
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The integrand is zero5 within the stream control volume. (See Section 3.1 and Appendix 
A, for formal proof) 
 

�¤��*���	,���� − 5P4iP� + �� P4iP�� + P�P�i + I�� P�P�i − I��
PNi,�P��6 �) = 0      (13) 

 
By carrying out the material or field derivative of the Bernoulli equation and considering 
term-by-term comparison with the results in Appendix A to obtain cancellations of equal 
terms.   Therefore, within the 1-dimensional stream the sampled Eulerian and Lagrangian 
coordinates are equivalent by construction, the material derivative is conjectured to be 
equivalent to the field derivative within the stream developed in Section 3.2.  See Section 
3.2 for a formal demonstration and notation of the field derivative used below. 

X �}���(Y	, Y��Y�
�  Y = X  }�Y, ��(Y	, �*�(��(Y	, Y	� Y�

�  Y
= }��, ��(�	, �*�(��(�	, �	� − }(0, ��(0	, �*�(��(0	, 0	 = Δ}|0�  Δ}|0� = X %$�)$Y + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� &

�
� �) Y = 0 

 
From the examples in Section 2.2, the field derivative operator does not behave like a Lie 
derivative or covariant derivative (see reference [9]), thus the field derivative is not a 
parallel vector transport differentiation process, but rather a directional derivative which 
maps to the tangent space of a field function ( �. o. , �(�, ��(�	, �*�(��, �			  in the phase-space-
time domain (7 dimensions). 
 
Although for the Lagrangian coordinates, the time in the Bernoulli integral upper limit is 
assumed to be for short times, let time � → ∞, in (Eq. 12), a viscous fluid without external 
potentials (� = 0); thus, the change in kinetic energy per unit mass will go to a small 
constant, the change of internal energy per unit mass will be a small constant since the 
fluid flow is due to thermal energy, and so will the change in potential energy per unit 
mass.  12�)"(��(∞	,∞	 − 12�)"(��W, 0	 + z���(∞	� − z(��W	�W + 1�WX 7),� $�)$��

_
�

 Y = Δ� + 	Δ� + 	Δ� = 0 

By using the triangle inequality, the equation below indicates the absolute value of the 
change in internal energy density remains finite within the fluid finite volume as long as 
the absolute value of the change in kinetic energy density and absolute value of the 
change in the potential energy density are both bounded by a constant, B. 

Ê 1�WX 7),� $�)$��
_
�

 YÊ ≤ 12 |�)"(��W, 0	 − �)"(��(∞	,∞	| + «z(��W	 − z���(∞	�«�W ≤ |Δ�| + |Δ�| < } 

 
In equations 5, 6 and 7ABCDEF, the Eulerian cylindrical control volumes were used.   
When considering the Bernoulli formulas, the Eulerian coordinates were used for small 
volumes with the re-application of (Eq. 7F) and a sampling scheme.   By construction, 
                                                 
5 A more formal method of proof has been used, see Appendix A for formal derivation. 
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start of the Lagrangian coordinates at the Eulerian stream control volume cylindrical face 
was used as the limit k�H → 0	as kC → 0, @= 	kn → 0	by reapplying to the (Eq. 7F) 
Eulerian stream control volume tended to zero since the stream control volumes became 
fluid parcels or particles (k�H → 0, @Y	kC → 0		within a 1-dimensional stream.  
 
Section 4.0 develops the Hamilton Jacobi partial differential equation of incompressible 
fluids based on a theorem in reference [11] and the calculus of variation method 
developed in reference [1]. 
 
Acknowledgements.  The author would like to thank the anonymous reviewers and chief 
editor of APAM for their time and effort spent in reviewing this article. 
 
6. Appendix A:  Material derivative of the total mechanical energy 
Taking the material derivative (using the symbol provided by Batchelor [7]) of the total 
mechanical energy, ��� ��(�	 =� ��� �}(��(�	, �	��W $(�I, �" , �G	$(�I, �", �G	  �W

	
���

=� ��� �}(��(�	, �	��W �
	

���
= 0							 

Since the control volume is a finite static constant the material derivative and the integral 
commute.  Notice the Jacobian for incompressible fluids may be a constant near unity.   
Using definition of Material Derivative Equation #48 from reference [6] in page 20 (here 
the Batchelor symbol for material derivative operator is being used instead of reference 
[6] suggested operator symbol, ���, since this symbol can be confused with the variational 
derivative operator in reference [1]. ��� �}(��(�	, �	� ≡ ��∆�→� 	}���, � + ∆�� − }���, ��∆� + ��∆�→��*� ∙ ∇�*�}���, � + ∆�� 
 
Taking the first limit, the total time derivative, 

��∆�→� 	}���, � + ∆�� − }���, ��∆� =  }(�, ��	 � |0)12�	�*� = ∂B∂t = �) ∂�)∂t + 1�W 7),� $�)$�� 
 
Since PP� {I" �)"���, ��} = �) f4ifh  by chain rule of differentiation or by definition below. $$� {12�)"���, ��} = 12 ��∆�→� 	�)"���, � + ∆�� − �)"���, ��∆�  

By Taylor series expansion  

�)���, � + ∆�� = �)���, �� + ∂�)∂t ∆� + !(∆�"	 
�)"���, � + ∆�� = �)"���, �� + 2�)���, �� ∂�)∂t ∆� + 	!(∆�"	 

Thus, $$� Í12�)"���, ��Î = 12 ��∆�→� 	�)"���, � + ∆�� − �)"���, ��∆�= 12 ��∆�→�(2�)���, �� ∂�)∂t + 	!(∆�		 = �) ∂�)∂t  
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The second limit is given by 

��∆�→��*� ∙ ∇�*�}���, � + ∆�� = 	 �� $$�� }���, ��|0)12�	� = �)(�� $�)$��	 +	�� $$�� ����� + �� $$�� z�����W  

��={o			�� $$�� %12�)"���, ��& = �) %�� $�)$��& wx	o�oo=�@Cx	{ℎ@�=	C��o	BA	 �AAoCo=��@��B=	 
Since j is a summation index dummy, replace the last two terms summation index to i, 

��∆�→��*� ∙ ∇�*�}���, � + ∆�� = 	 �� $$�� }���, �� = �)(�� $�)$��	 +	�) $$�) ����� + �) $$�) z�����W  

Thus, 

��∆�→��*� ∙ ∇�*�}���, � + ∆�� = 	 �� $$�� }���, �� = �)(�� $�)$�� +	 $$�) ����� + 1�W $$�) z����	 
Adding the results of the two limits, ��� �}(��(�	, �	� = �) ∂�)∂t + 1�W 7),� $�)$�� +�)(�� $�)$�� +	 $$�) ����� + 1�W $$�) z����	 
Rearranging terms, ��� �}(��(�	, �	� = �) ∂�)∂t +�) t�� $�)$�� +	 $$�) ����� + 1�W $$�) z����u + 1�W 7),� $�)$�� 
Since for small time intervals, ∆�, the Jacobian is nearly constant,  P(��,�r,��	P(��,�r,��	~1,  since the 

cylindrical control volume is nearly fixed or depends on higher order terms of !(∆�"	, 
thus the volume, �,  and the Jacobian can be treated as a constant since the fluid is 
incompressible.   By integration by parts of the shear stress term, assuming the required 
surface boundary condition, where either the fluid velocity has a no-slip condition or the 
surface normal is arbitrary; therefore, the shear stress is zero at the volume surface, as 
expected. 

� 1�W 7),� $�)$�� �W �
	

���
= £ 7),��)=��W �	

��� −� 1�W $7),�$�� �)�W �
	

���
= −� 1�W $7),�$�� �)�W �

	
���

 

Thus, the material derivative result of the total mechanical energy results in the Navier 
Stokes equations. ��� ��(�	 =� ��� �}(��(�	, �	��W �

	
���

=��) %$�)$� + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� & �W �
	

���= 0 
Taking the limit of the cylindrical control volume,	k�W = kn¯kC", to zero to enclose the 1-
dimensional stream for a small distance, kn,   

�����→� 1k�W��}���(�	, ���� − %$�)$� + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� &�)�W � = 0	
���

 

Yields, the desired result by reference [2] footnote on page 71 (i.e. use of Mean Value 
Theorem for Integrals) valid within every point in the 1-dimensional stream. �}���(�	, ���� − %$�)$� + �� $�)$�� + $�$�) + 1�W $z$�) − 1�W $7),�$�� &�) = 0 
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